Androcles and the lion questions and
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Similar questions asked by users In order to continue to use our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Hello world!! This article will share Androcles and Lion's questions and answersIn my previous post, I shared questions and answers from Oscar Penguin's new penguin costume and deep in our
fridge so you can check out these posts as well. The word GalaxyEscape - Run awayHobbling - walking with great difficultyGrabbed - caughtWrapped - coveredThick - densePurred - cat as sound-thestion 1: How slaves were treated at the time? Answer: Slaves were forced to work for their masters. They had to do what their masters told them to do. They
had neither freedom nor rights. Question 2: Why was the life of slaves hard? Answer: The life of slaves was difficult because the cruel masters did not use to give them enough to eat. If they didn't work, they were thrown to the lions. question 3: Why did Androcluse want to run away? Answer: Androclus wanted to run away because he worked all day in his
master's fields, but never got any money. Question 4: Where did Androcluse seek refuge after his escape? Answer: Ndrol took refuge in the woods after escaping. question 5: What does the lion seem to have said to Ndrokl? Answer: Leo seemed to tell The Ndoclam to help him. question 6: Why was the lion in pain? Answer: Leo was in pain because the
lion's paw was wounded, sore and swollen. Ndrokl noted that a large thorn pierced one of the lion's feet. question 7: What did Ndrokl felt when he first saw the lion? What changed his mind? Answer: Ndrolle felt that he was very unlucky. He fled from his cruel master, but now came face to face with the lion, but when he saw a huge thorn sticking out between
his claws, his mind was changed. question 8: What did the Ndocles do to reduce the lion's pain? Answer: Two things Androcles did in order to reduce the pain of the lion by pulling out a thorn and brought some water out of the creek and wash the lion's bleeding paw. He then wrapped it in the leaves to keep it dry. Question 9: How did the lion react to
Androkla inside the stadium? Answer: Leo was just purring and licking Androkla's leg when he saw him inside the stadium. issue 10: What did the emperor announce after all? Answer: The Emperor has announced that both Ndrokl and the lion will be released. question 11: Read the lines and answer the questions: This is the most amazing thing I've ever
seen (a) Who is the speaker? Answer: Emperor. (b) What was the amazing thing the Speaker saw? Answer: The amazing thing the speaker saw was that the lion was licking Androclough's leg. What did the speaker do next? Answer: The speaker clapped in delight. androcles and the lion questions and answers. androcles and the lion questions and answers
pdf. androcles and the lion english workshop questions and answers. androcles and the lion class 8 questions and answers. androcles and the lion story questions and answers in hindi
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